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The Swedish FinTech Association is an industry association 
founded in 2017 to bring together the Swedish fintech industry.  
 
We gather 76 companies in the fintech sector and work to 
ensure that the industry can speak with a common voice to 
those in power and authorities. We strengthen the ecosystem 
by creating a meeting place and a platform for Swedish fintech 
companies to become more numerous and larger. 
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Purpose of the report
Last year, the Swedish FinTech Association (SweFinTech) released  
its first report on the fintech industry in Sweden. The report 
presented the situation in the industry, the challenges it faced 
and concrete policy proposals to promote the fintech industry 
in Sweden and to contribute to its further growth. 

This year’s report also provides a current picture of the fintech  
industry in Sweden and describes how the industry has developed  
in recent years, including how it has been affected by the Covid-19  
pandemic. The report also highlights five themes related to fintech:  
the industry’s situation due to Covid-19, the need for recruitment,  
how the industry is affected by policies and regulations, access 
to financial infrastructure and the issue of sustainability. The main  
purpose of the report is to increase knowledge of Swedish fintech  
and contribute to creating conditions for an industry that is growing  
rapidly. The fintech industry is, and will continue to be, an engine  
in the digital transition and a key to restarting the economy and 
society after the pandemic.  

What is fintech? 
In recent years, digitization has rapidly changed the financial 
landscape. Through technological innovations, new financial 
products and services have been introduced to the market and 
financial technology (fintech) has emerged as an alternative to  
traditional methods and established banks. Simply defined, fintech  
is a new financial industry whose players combine financial services  
with software technology and digital innovations, and thereby  
create new services and products for consumers and companies.  
The global fintech industry is growing very fast and is expected 
to be worth around $305 billion (equivalent to approximately 
SEK 2,566 billion) by 2025.1 

INTRODUCTION

1. Research and Markets, FinTech Industry Report 2020-2025 – Trends, Developments and Growth Deviations Arising from the COVID-19 Pandemic, 2019.

https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/fintech-industry-report-2020-2025---trends-developments-and-growth-deviations-arising-from-the-covid-19-pandemic-301080282.html
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02 Fintech – an engine for Swedish growth  

• Fintech includes different types of services  

• An industry that creates many new job opportunities 

• Primarily larger companies raise capital  
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450 
 
... fintech companies were registered and operating in Sweden  
according to statistics from 2019.

Fintech includes  
different types of services  
At the beginning of 2021, the Swedish Agency  
for Growth Policy Analysis (Tillväxtanalys) re- 
leased a report on Swedish fintech in which they  
identified approximately 450 fintech companies  
operating in Sweden. 2 Just over 130 of these 
were founded before 2008, while the largest 
number of companies were registered in 2014  
when 68 new registrations were confirmed.   

The industry can be divided into different  
categories based on the activities that the 
companies mainly engage in. The most common  
categories in Sweden are payment services and  

loan products.3 New payment solutions attracted  
players early on, with companies engaged in  
everything from payment systems and inter- 
national transactions to invoicing. Within lend- 
ing, the companies engage mainly in arranging  
consumer or business loans. This category also  
includes crowdfunding, a method whereby  
small amounts of capital are raised from a 
large number of individuals. Furthermore, 
many fintech companies are active within 
savings and investment services, where they 
primarily focus on simplifying the manage-
ment of personal finances for consumers. 

FINTECH – AN ENGINE FOR SWEDISH GROWTH  

2, 3. Tillväxtanalys, Svensk fintech, 2021.
4. Markets and Markets, Blockchain Market Size, Growth, Trends and Forecast to 2025, 2020.

Services which are more targeted at companies  
include cloud services and software solutions, 
where fintech companies provide IT infra- 
structure to enable digital financial operations.  
Other growing categories are RegTech and In-
surTech, which offer services within regulato-
ry compliance, e-identification, insurance and 

ways to combat financial crime. Blockchain,  
a database technology which enables crypto- 
currencies and direct payments, has also grown  
and is expected to continue to grow in the 
coming years.4 

https://www.tillvaxtanalys.se/download/18.4edb065c1770000029e12acf/1611139766297/PM_2020_20_Svensk_fintech.pdf
https://www.marketsandmarkets.com/Market-Reports/blockchain-technology-market-90100890.html
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An industry that creates  
many new job opportunities  
The Growth Policy Analysis report, which is 
referenced above, highlights figures that have 
never before been produced in relation to fin- 
tech – above all, the number of individuals 
that the industry employs in Sweden. The report  
shows that as Swedish fintech undergoes eco- 
nomic growth, employment will also increase.  
From the financial crisis of 2008 to 2018, the 

number of people employed within fintech  
increased from 955 people to 9,746, which 
corresponds to an average annual growth rate  
of 18%.5 If the industry has grown by at least 
the same rate over the past two years, which 
is likely, this will mean that at least 13,000 
people were working in the fintech industry 
last year. 

Lower than 10

2%

11-50

4%

51-100

18%

101-200

18%

More than 200

58%

Number of employees per member company

FINTECH – AN ENGINE FOR SWEDISH GROWTH  

5. Tillväxtanalys, Svensk fintech, 2021. 
6. Vinnova, Innovation för ett attraktivare Sverige, 2016. 

The industry’s growth is not expected to 
have slowed, as the majority of SweFinTech’s 
member companies have recruited new staff 
during the past year and report a continued 
need for recruitment in 2021 as well. One of the  
reasons why many companies are in need of  
recruitment may be that the industry is young  
and mostly consists of smaller companies. 82%  
of our member companies have fewer than 
200 employees, and 58% of the companies 
have between 11 and 50 employees.  

Finding the right skills is something that 
several of SweFinTech’s members report as 
being one of the biggest challenges in 2021, 
which is worrying because recruitment is abso- 
lutely necessary. It is therefore absolutely central  
that this challenge be addressed, as small and 
medium-sized companies are crucial for both 
business employment and renewal.6 

https://www.tillvaxtanalys.se/download/18.4edb065c1770000029e12acf/1611139766297/PM_2020_20_Svensk_fintech.pdf
https://www.vinnova.se/contentassets/2abf63e2973f46b88c6950a6fd8fcd3f/vi_16_06.pdf
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Like other industries that largely consist of 
young companies and start-ups, fintech com-
panies are in great need of private financing 
in order to be able to continue their growth 
journey. In 2015, investments in Nordic fintech  

companies amounted to SEK 1.8 billion  
and in 2019 this had increased to more than 
SEK 10 billion. Since 2015, more than half of  
these investments have gone to Swedish 
fintech companies.7 

An industry that attracts  
venture capital to Sweden  
but it is primarily larger companies  
which have raised capital  

Was venture capital raised in 2020?

If so, was the investor in question domestic or international?

49%

Yes

51%

No

78%

By domestic investors

22%

By international investors

FINTECH – AN ENGINE FOR SWEDISH GROWTH  

7. Invest Sthlm, Stockholm FinTech Guide, 2020. 
8. Atomico, State of European Tech 2020, 2020. 

Over the course of 2020, 49% of all comp- 
anies in SweFinTech’s survey raised new capital,  
primarily from domestic investors but also from  
international ones. The largest investment 

round in 2020 was Klarna’s, which in the 
autumn raised SEK 5.7 billion in new capital 
and thereby topped the list of the largest tech 
investment rounds in Europe last year.8  

https://www.investstockholm.com/globalassets/invest/reports/stockholm-fintech-guide-2020.pdf
https://2020.stateofeuropeantech.com/chapter/investments/article/investments-geo-industry/
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03 Status of the fintech industry

• How fintech has fared during the Covid-19 pandemic 

• Recruitment is a continuing challenge for the industry 

• How policies and regulations affect the industry 

• Difficulties in accessing the financial infrastructure 

• The issue of sustainability is important for the fintech industry 
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9. CCAF, World Bank and World Economic Forum, The Global Covid-19 FinTech Market Rapid Assessment Report, 2020.

Increased interest in fintech  
but the companies have been  
affected differently by Covid-19 

How is your company affected by the Covid crisis?

53%

Negative

22%25%

PositivelyNeither

STATUS OF THE FINTECH INDUSTRY

The Covid-19 pandemic has shaken the whole world. Many industries 
have been hit hard as a result of the lockdowns and regulations that have 
affected demand, and the government has tried to support the Swedish 
business community through several initiatives. 

In May 2020, 93% of SweFinTech’s member 
companies reported that they were being 
affected by the crisis. What we did not know 
then was that we were at an early stage of 
the pandemic and that it was important for 
companies to find long-term strategies and 
ways of working to persevere. When we asked 
member companies again in the autumn how 

they were affected by the pandemic, it turned 
out that just over half of all responding comp-
anies considered themselves to have been 
negatively affected, but that just over one in 
five companies also experienced a positive 
change. Another fifth of members reported 
that they were not significantly affected by 
the crisis.  

Several of SweFinTech’s members mention 
that they have seen an increased interest in 
personal finance among consumers during  
the crisis, and that as a result of restrictions 
limiting freedom of movement, more people  
have been left with no option but to begin 
managing their financial affairs entirely online.  
Interest in fintech services has consequently 
increased as they enable financial services to  
be delivered remotely, which is confirmed by  
the survey where several members experience  
a positive change in consumers’ attitudes to-
wards fintech services. The same trend is also 
visible internationally. A study undertaken by 
the World Economic Forum together with the 

University of Cambridge from 2020 examines 
how the pandemic has affected the global fin- 
tech industry, where the number of new custo- 
mers is reported to have increased by 22% 
between 2019 and 2020.9 

Fintech products are predicted to increase in 
relevance even after the pandemic as more  
transactions take place through digital channels  
and people’s experience of digital services be-
comes greater, which puts pressure on other 
financial players to develop digital solutions. 
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Do you need to raise  
capital within the next year? 

16%

33%

Don’t knowNo

51%

Yes

The impact of the pandemic  
on access to capital  

STATUS OF THE FINTECH INDUSTRY

Despite the fact that the industry has so far 
done relatively well, some challenges remain 
that have become even clearer as a result of  
the pandemic. One such challenge is to secure  
access to capital, which is something that 31%  
of member companies state has become more  
difficult during the pandemic. The fact that the  
willingness of investors and creditors to invest  
has decreased and that they have become more  
hesitant appears to be one of the most common  
reasons. In SweFinTech’s report from 2020, many  
companies testified that it is more difficult to  

raise capital in the early stages of their business,  
and this is something which we also see in this  
year’s results. It is often considered safer to  
invest in later investment phases as companies  
have become more established and have had 
the opportunity to test their business models 
to a greater extent. Many member companies 
also experience that the reduction of physical 
meetings constitutes an additional obstacle to  
efficient capital raising as physical meetings often  
promote a longer business relationship, which  
may be required to raise larger sums of capital. 

As the pandemic is still ongoing, there is a risk  
that the challenges exacerbated by the crisis 
will continue for the rest of 2021. 51% of mem- 
ber companies report that they need to raise  
new capital during the year, of which 96% have  
fewer than 50 employees. Among those who 
state that they do not need to raise capital in 
2021, the majority are larger companies with 
more than 50 employees, several of which have  

more than 200 employees. This could be  
an indication that the pandemic has created  
a more polarized industry, where larger comp-
anies are becoming more established while 
smaller companies have not grown at the same  
rate. The smaller companies are therefore in 
greater need of raising new capital in order to 
continue to expand, something which 91% of 
companies plan to do in 2021.  

Are you planning to expand your business in 2021? 

91%

Yes

9%

No
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The government’s rescue  
package has not been enough 
The pandemic has placed great demands  
on the fintech industry in Sweden, which is 
still a young industry. Apart from the fact that 
the capital market has to some extent stalled  
and that investors are acting with greater caution,  
much of the state aid presented has not reached  
wide enough. Furlough subsidies constitute the  
support that the largest proportion of fintech 
companies has used, but at the beginning of  
the crisis it was unclear how the subsidies would  
be implemented for start-ups and smaller fast- 

growing companies. For example, it was 
difficult for companies without a collective agree- 
ment to avail of short-term furlough support,  
and as a large proportion of the fintech industry  
does not have a collective agreement, this led  
to difficulties in using the subsidies. Like several  
other forms of support, furlough subsidies have  
been adapted for a more traditional industry, 
while newer, more innovative companies have  
not had the same opportunity to benefit  
from them.  

STATUS OF THE FINTECH INDUSTRY

10. TechCrunch, France announces $4.3b plan to support startups, 2020. 
11. Mejlkorrenspondens Almi Invest, 2021-02-12. 

“In 2020, the capital market came to a halt and investors  
acted with greater caution – a development which  
affected the industry, especially smaller companies.” 

During the spring of 2020, SweFinTech worked  
actively to put out information about the needs  
of the fintech industry and the fact that a stall- 
ing of the capital market could have major 
consequences for the start-up sector. In other 
countries, such as France and the UK, large 
crisis packages were introduced aimed at the 
start-up sector, but in Sweden this industry was  
almost completely forgotten about.10 In May  
2020, the government and its partner parties 

provided capital of SEK 400 million to Almi 
Invest to remedy the stalled capital market 
and help start-ups through the current crisis. 
According to Almi Invest, a total of around 
SEK 50 million of this additional capital was 
invested in 2020, of which just under SEK six 
million was invested in three different fintech 
companies.11 This shows that only a small  
part of the fintech industry has benefited 
from the additional capital. 

https://techcrunch.com/2020/03/25/france-announces-4-3-billion-plan-to-support-startups/?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZ29vZ2xlLmNvbS8&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAKCyQjip2WOQ82ChkYADGauY_7nBOA0r88AsgpMukgsnCQUPWFdaI3LtFT5kxuXIVy14I-98Yd0wvn2kXOyje7_X73tEmtoULaFQGF811x82wsFuN2XMoqm54C4qbtv1_YmagdfxHGYk_zvSLeCZa5NSNSFlaC2MCG5_ZqRWDbIn
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Recruitment is a continuing  
challenge for the industry 
Last year, SweFinTech reported on the fintech industry’s need for expertise. 
Despite a turbulent time, we see that the industry continues to grow and 
that the need for new skills remains.  

Do you need to  
recruit in 2021? 

STATUS OF THE FINTECH INDUSTRY

The Swedish fintech industry is in great need 
of new skills. In SweFinTech’s report last year,  
96% of the companies reported that there was  
a continued need for recruitment in 2020. Des- 
pite the pandemic and the continued challenges  
it has posed, 73 percent of the participating 
companies reported that they recruited new  

staff last year, which indicates that the 
industry is continuing to grow at a high rate. 
Most of the member companies do not feel 
that the pandemic has made any difference  
in terms of finding the right competences, 
while 27% feel that it has become easier 
than before.

Although the majority of member companies 
have been successful in their recruitment efforts,  
there are still challenges in finding the right 
competences. 93% of the companies need new  
recruits in 2021, and technical specialist comp- 
etences is the competence that most member  
companies are looking for. At the same time, 
this is difficult to find due to the fierce level 
of competition in both the Swedish and the 
international labor market. It therefore seems all  
the more important to promote relevant comp- 
etences in Sweden, and at the same time make  
Sweden attractive as a country for companies  
to succeed in attracting foreign competence.  

SweFinTech’s report from 2020 highlighted 
several concrete proposals on how this can 
be promoted: talent visas for international 
labor in sectors where there is a shortage, 
relevant university programs designed for 
fintech, combating the housing shortage in 
large cities and simplifications of the taxation 
of employee stock options. The proposals still 
apply to the highest degree as the industry’s 
need to recruit key people and industry-specific  
competences in order to continue growing 
remains just as great today as it was before. 

Yes

Don’t know

No

93%

5%

2%
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Training in fintech 

Employee stock options 

STATUS OF THE FINTECH INDUSTRY

12. Regeringen, Remiss av promemorian Utvidgade regler om lättnad i beskattningen av personaloptioner i vissa fall, 2020. 

In Sweden, there is a shortage of developers  
who have an understanding of the financial 
sector and fintech, and there is a demand within  
the industry for people who have undergone 
combined training and acquired both technical  
and financial knowledge. In Lithuania, for 
example, Vilnius University has introduced a  
Master’s program in fintech, which is something  
that does not yet exist in Sweden. However, 
there are a number of private initiatives and 
training initiatives in the area. An example is  

Hyper Island, an institution for higher vocational  
education in Stockholm, which in the autumn 
applied to the Swedish National Agency for 
Higher Vocational Education to introduce a 
course entitled “Fintech Software Developer”. 
Unfortunately, the application was not granted  
because the authority received a record number  
of applications and had to deprioritize new 
programs. Hyper Island has announced that 
they will try again for 2022.  

For smaller companies that do not have  
the opportunity to offer a competitive salary, 
it can be a challenge to attract and retain skills.  
One way for such companies to attract talent 
is by offering employee stock options. In the  
autumn of 2020, a government inquiry into  
qualified employee stock options was presented,  
which proposed that the existing program for  
such options should be expanded so as to also  
reach companies with more employees and with  
greater turnover. The current rules cover comp- 
anies which consist of fewer than 50 employees  
and have a net and balance sheet turnover 
amounting to a maximum of SEK 80 million, 
while the new proposal includes companies 
with a maximum of 150 employees and a turn- 
over of a maximum of SEK 280 million. The 
inquiry also proposes that board members  
be included in the option programs.12 

The reason for the proposal is that Sweden 
needs to become a more attractive country 
and be able to attract key expertise.  
 
Unfortunately, the inquiry proposes that bank- 
ing and financing operations should continue 
to be exempt from the qualified employee stock  
options. This would mean the fintech sector  
would be excluded even under the new rules.  
This is despite the fact that the fintech industry  
faces the same challenges as other tech comp- 
anies when it comes to attracting the right skills  
to be able to scale up and become competitive  
internationally. SweFinTech has presented this  
criticism to former Minister for Financial Markets  
Per Bolund in the hope that the government 
will review this in the forthcoming bill. 

https://www.regeringen.se/remisser/2020/11/remiss-av-promemorian-utvidgade-regler-om-lattnad-i-beskattningen-av-personaloptioner-i-vissa-fall/
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How policies and regulations  
affect the industry 
Sweden is at the forefront when it comes to fintech. Despite this,  
fintech companies still feel that politicians and those in power have a  
low understanding of the industry, and that a higher political ambition  
is needed for the fintech industry to remain strong.  

STATUS OF THE FINTECH INDUSTRY

Those in power are still perceived  
to have a low understanding of fintech 
SweFintech’s 2020 report described, among  
other things, one of the challenges that the  
fintech industry is affected by: a heavy regulatory  
burden from the financial legislation side. 79%  
perceived the understanding of fintech among  
politicians and those in power to be low, and 

91% of companies enlisted external help to 
comply with the rules. The report described 
the importance of authorities and regulators 
becoming familiar with new business models 
and for regulations to be reviewed as the 
financial industry develops.

How do you perceive the understanding of the Swedish  
fintech industry to be among politicians and those in power?

Low understanding High understanding

65%

35%
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62% 
 
... of the members enlist  
external help in order to  
ensure regulatory compliance. 

STATUS OF THE FINTECH INDUSTRY

When SweFinTech asked the same questions 
in this year’s survey, a small improvement was  
seen. 65% of the members perceive that under- 
standing remains low among politicians and  
those in power, while 62% bring in external  
help in order to ensure regulatory compliance.  
Despite improvements from the previous year,  
the regulatory burden is still perceived as heavy  
by 63% of the member companies, who feel 
that the regulations they are affected by are 
more adapted to traditional banks than to their  
operations. In order for the regulatory work 
not to become overwhelming for established 
companies, and in order to ensure that new- 
comers are not discouraged, greater efforts 
are still required from authorities to review 
and understand how existing and future regula- 
tions affect the fintech industry both directly 
and indirectly.  

In 2018, the Swedish Financial Supervisory 
Authority (Finansinspektionen) set up an inno- 
vation center to assist fintech companies with 
information and guidance in relation to the rules,  
permits and processes.13 Despite good intentions,  
in last year’s survey, SweFinTech’s members 
described that the innovation center had not 
made a major impression yet. Unfortunately, 
no improvement has been seen since then. 
Despite the heavy regulatory burden and the  
fact that many experience permit cases as  
challenging, only nine companies have been 
in contact with the innovation center, two of  
whom found the contact helpful. In order for  
the innovation center to be able to fulfill its  
mission and contribute with sought-after guid- 
ance for both start-ups and more established 
companies, clearer political guidelines, increased  
powers and more resources are required. 

13. Finansinspektionen, Om FI:s innovationscenter, 2018. 

65% 
 
... of the members perceive  
that level of understanding among  
politicians and those in power is 
still low. 

63% 
 
... of members consider that the regulatory burden is  
still heavy despite small improvements in the previous year. 

https://www.fi.se/sv/fi-innovationscenter/om/
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Eleonora Pavliouk 
SweFinTech Board Member

”The government needs to do more to promote innovation  
in the financial system. The Financial Supervisory Authority’s  
innovation center was a good idea, but without resources and 
guidance from a political point of view, it is ineffective.”

STATUS OF THE FINTECH INDUSTRY
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PSD2 and other EU initiatives

The Payment Services Directive 2, or PSD2, 
is an EU directive from 2015 which, among 
other things, regulates the access of so-called 
third-party providers to information from pay- 
ment accounts, which in most cases is with an  
account-holding bank. PSD2 has been an impor- 
tant reform to open up the market, and for  
third-party providers to use data to be able to  
build new services for consumers – this is what  
is known as Open Banking. The directive was 
implemented into Swedish law in May 2018,  
but unfortunately not all players live up to what  
the law says. SweFinTech has reported on this 
before and we work in dialogue with other play- 
ers to resolve the problems that have arisen 
in the market.  

The European Banking Authority (EBA), an  
authority tasked with harmonizing supervision  
within the EU and ensuring that current rules 
are complied with, has on several occasions 
criticized the insufficient implementation  
of PSD2. In particular, the EBA has criticized 
the fact that the APIs do not meet high enough  
standards for information to be shared effect-
ively between different players.14 

In order to resolve these problems, the Swedish  
supervisory authority needs to more strongly 
demand that all parties covered by PSD2 must  
comply with the requirements in the regulations.  
This is necessary for Open Banking to work in  
Sweden. At present, the situation remains un- 
satisfactory, which is anti-competitive for third- 
party suppliers that are fintech companies.

STATUS OF THE FINTECH INDUSTRY

14. European Banking Authority, EBA publishes Opinion on obstacles to the provision of third party provider services under the Payment Services Directive, 2020. 
15. European Commission, Digital Finance Package, 2020. 

“The EU’s digital finance package will have a  
major impact on the Swedish financial industry.”

Furthermore, there is hope that the  
European Commission will act to promote  
the fintech industry when they announced 
the Digital Finance Package in the autumn of  
2020 as part of the journey towards digitizing 
the financial sector in the EU.15 The digital bus- 
iness package contains strategies and legislative  

proposals on how the EU can support the 
digital transition and create regulations that 
are more suited for a digital financial market 
in order to thereby provide better and more 
secure financial products to consumers and 
businesses in the EU.  

https://www.eba.europa.eu/eba-publishes-opinion-obstacles-provision-third-party-provider-services-under-payment-services
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/200924-digital-finance-proposals_en
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The digital finance strategy highlights var- 
ious approaches to promoting the digitization 
of the financial market and how the European 
Commission will address legislative proposals 
linked to the field in the coming years. Among 
other things, it is stated that the Commission 
will review PSD2 in the coming years, that an 
evaluation will be carried out and that it may 
be necessary to change the regulations. The 
Commission needs to realize the benefits of 
opening up the financial market even more and  

that the regulations could be applied to 
more than just debit accounts. This could, 
for example, also apply to information from 
insurance or other accounts, as long as the 
consumer gives their consent to this. Such 
changes may, in the long run, become highly 
relevant for the fintech industry in Sweden and  
lead to a smoother playing field between fin-
tech companies and traditional players in the 
financial market.

Financial crime can be  
fought with the help of fintech   
The fight against money laundering and terrorist  
financing is an issue that has become increasingly  
relevant for the financial industry in recent years,  
and which is taking on new forms with the digiti- 
zation of the financial market. Implementing  
complex regulations in this area requires enor- 
mous resources, both for established financial 
market players and for banks and fintech comp- 
anies. The majority of the established players 
often still use manual control systems, which 

has created a demand for services that 
enable the automation and digitization of  
processes in order to be able to comply with  
the regulatory requirements in a more efficient  
way. Therefore, RegTech, a sub-category within  
fintech, has emerged and created new opportun- 
ities for banks and fintech companies to take 
a more supple approach towards their efforts 
to prevent all types of financial crime.  

The importance of collaboration  
between the private and public sectors  
It is of great importance that authorities and  
politicians continue to show interest in the fin- 
tech industry and that they try to understand 
new business models. To make this possible, an  
active ecosystem is needed in Sweden, and per- 
haps primarily in Stockholm, where many fintech  
companies have their headquarters. Ecosystem  
in this respect means an area which encompasses  
companies, relevant higher education and re- 
search institutions, but also meeting places for  
the industry via fintech hubs and associations 
and a good collaboration between business and  
the public sector.  

It is therefore positive that in 2020, the Bank for  
International Settlements (BIS) decided to open  
a Nordic Innovation Center in Stockholm.16 The  
center was started on the initiative of Sweden’s  
central bank (Sveriges Riksbank), which applied  
for its opening in Stockholm, and it will work to  
deepen the analysis of financial innovations 
that are relevant to central banks. Hopefully, the  
initiative will cause ripples on the water and  
attract both talent and researchers to Stockholm,  
which in the long run should be positive for 
the fintech industry’s ecosystem.  

16. Riksbanken, BIS Innovation Hub Nordic Centre, 2020.

https://www.riksbank.se/sv/om-riksbanken/bis-innovation-hub-nordic-centre/
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SIAM CHOUDHuRY 
Founder and CEO, Pliance

“There needs to be much more focus on the fight against  
financial crime and not just on the basic checks. In this regard, 
RegTech companies can help banks as well as start-ups to under-
stand the risks that come with their operations and be able to 
develop better processes to prevent the risks.”
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Difficulties in accessing  
the financial infrastructure  
In order to be able to conduct business in the financial industry, not only 
are permits required, but companies also need access to various parts of  
the financial infrastructure. Having a financial infrastructure that all players  
can enjoy on equal terms is a basic precondition for healthy competition 
to prevail in the financial market.  

What distinguishes the fintech industry  
from other parts of the tech industry is that 
the financial market is more strictly regulated,  
for which there are good reasons. This is about  
ensuring stability and preventing risks, and if it  
is handled incorrectly, it can affect not only 
individual players but entire economies.  
 
With that said, the financial industry in Sweden  
is largely regulated according to the four major  
banks that have been on the market for over a  

hundred years. As a result, parts of the financial  
infrastructure are now in the hands of private 
companies rather than in the hands of the  
government. These include identification meth- 
ods such as Bank-ID or the direct payment app  
Swish, both of which are initiatives of the major  
banks, meaning that it is these players who 
decide who is allowed to use the services.  

STATUS OF THE FINTECH INDUSTRY

“The financial industry in Sweden is largely  
regulated according to the four major banks that 
have been on the market for over a hundred years. 
As a result, parts of the financial infrastructure are 
now in the hands of private companies rather than 
in the hands of the government”
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Another problem is access to a business account.  
In order for a payment institution to be able to  
conduct its operations in Sweden, a business  
account is required with one of the major banks.  
This applies to both national and international  
players, and in the past year it has become more  
difficult for payment institutions to maintain 
their business accounts. Several international  
and well-known fintech companies have warned  
about the problem in Sweden and the Nordic 
countries, where agreements on business acco- 
unts are terminated without further explanation.  

The Growth Policy Analysis report on the 
Swedish fintech industry’s innovative power 
also highlights problems with bank accounts, 
mainly in relation to start-up companies that 
work with blockchain technology or crypto- 
currencies. According to information that 
SweFinTech has received, this also applies to 
both new and established players in the pay-
ment service area.17 The banks choose not to 
issue or to close bank accounts with existing 
customers on the grounds that there are  
risks in the business.
 

It is of course problematic if companies  
that have a permit from the Swedish Financial 
Supervisory Authority (Finansinspektionen) to 
operate in the payment market cannot gain 
access to business accounts or if agreements 
are terminated, which is highly anti-competitive.  
This could also put Sweden in a bad light and 
risk hampering the establishment of new 
fintech companies.

In December 2020, the Government commis-
sioned an inquiry into the development of the 
payment market, which will take a closer look 
at the role of the government in the payment 
market. The inquiry has a broad mandate based  
on the rapid change that has taken place in the  
payment market in Sweden, both in terms of  
the reduction of cash but also many new players.  
Access to the financial infrastructure is the basis  
for being able to operate in the market and it 
is necessary to review which and in what way 
all serious actors should be able to participate 
on equal terms. SweFinTech welcomes the in-
quiry, and we hope that the investigator Anna 
Kinberg Batra will bring the fintech industry’s  
perspective with her when the inquiry presents  
its final report in 2022.18  

17. Tillväxtanalys, Svensk fintech, 2021. 
18. Regeringen, Tilläggsdirektiv till Utredningen om stärkta åtgärder mot penningtvätt och finansiering av terrorism, 2020. 

Svenska Bankföreningen, Samverka mot penningtvätt, 2021. 

STATUS OF THE FINTECH INDUSTRY

https://www.tillvaxtanalys.se/download/18.4edb065c1770000029e12acf/1611139766297/PM_2020_20_Svensk_fintech.pdf
https://www.regeringen.se/rattsliga-dokument/kommittedirektiv/2020/11/dir.-2020122/
https://www.swedishbankers.se/vi-tycker/debattartiklar/debattartiklar/samverka-mot-penningtvaett/
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Ludwig Pettersson 
CEO, savelend

“The financial infrastructure is basically a matter of democracy.  
It is a risk for the whole of Sweden if the banks are allowed to form  
a monopoly position where they decide who is allowed to open 
an account or not. It is of the utmost importance that this is  
reviewed and that all companies have equal opportunities.” 
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The issue of sustainability is  
important for the fintech industry    
Sustainability has become a key word that all industries must relate to.  
It is not just a matter of meeting consumer demand or living up to political  
and regulatory requirements, but of the business community actively 
striving to contribute to the transition to a sustainable society and economy.  
In this regard, the financial sector, including fintech, plays a key role. 

The issue of sustainability is something that 
engages many fintech companies. As many  
as 69% of SweFinTech’s members report that  
sustainability is an important part of their bus- 
iness model and that it is something they work  
with actively. Most of SweFinTech’s members  
consider themselves to work primarily with 
social aspects of sustainability, and that through  
their products they can include more people 
in the financial system. Many of the fintech 
companies are working to lower the thresholds  
in the financial world by creating more user- 
friendly and affordable products and thereby 
provide individuals and companies with a wider  
range of services that can help them improve 
their personal finances, which in the long run 
creates positive societal effects.  

Due to the high rate of digitization that 
society is undergoing, it is also important 
that groups do not fall behind and become 
excluded from new digital systems, as not 
everyone has the ability or opportunity to use  
new services. Several fintech companies are  
therefore working to financially include different  
groups. Examples of such solutions are services  
aimed at educating children and young people  
about economics, companies which simplify 
pension savings or services which “democratize”  
international transactions so that people or aid  
organizations can send money between countries  
more easily and cost-effectively. By making 
financial services available to more people, fin- 
tech can improve people’s personal finances 
and in the long run create conditions for a 
more equal society.  

STATUS OF THE FINTECH INDUSTRY

69% 
 
... of the companies state that sustainability  
is an important part of their business model.
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Yosef Mohamed 
Founder and CEO, Transfer Galaxy

“By replacing older and more costly methods for people to  
manage their finances, fintech is able not only to improve the  
personal finances of individuals, but also of their loved ones  
and across national borders.” 
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philip haglund 
Founder and CEO, Gimi

“The ability to independently manage money wisely is of  
course important to you as an individual and it is a necessity for  
a sustainable society with equal conditions. The fintech industry 
can contribute via new services which can make it easier for  
more groups to take control of their personal finances.”
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04 Summary and conclusions  

• The Swedish fintech industry has the opportunity to become a world leader

• SweFinTech’s proposals  
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The Swedish fintech sector continues to grow  
and now consists of more than 450 companies  
that employ over 10,000 people. 91% of the 
companies plan to expand their operations in  
2021, and there is a great need for recruitment  
as 93% of the companies plan to recruit in 2021.  
Several Swedish fintech companies are strong 
internationally and the industry has good 
future prospects. 
 
Just as it has been for other sectors as well, 
the single biggest change for the fintech sector  
this year has been the pandemic. Swedish fin- 
tech companies have been affected in different  
ways by the pandemic – many companies have  
seen positive effects such as an increased de- 
mand for financial services and an increased 
interest in personal finance in general. On the  
other hand, some companies have experienced  
challenges, especially with regard to access to  
risk capital. This mainly applies to start-ups  

seeking capital at an early stage. Investors 
have been more restrained in their invest-
ments during the crisis and it has primarily been  
the larger companies which have been to able  
to secure capital during this period. Companies  
which experienced difficulties during the crisis  
have also had problems availing of the govern- 
ment rescue packages which aim to support 
companies. Several of the government support  
initiatives have been more adapted for tradi- 
tional industry rather than small innovative 
growth companies.

It is of great importance that Sweden 
continues to attract capital and that both 
start-ups and scale-ups can secure the supply 
of capital needed in order to continue to grow 
and compete in the international market. This 
is a must in order for the industry to continue 
to develop and contribute to more jobs.

The Swedish fintech industry has 
the opportunity to become  
a world leader 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

“It is of great importance that Sweden continues  
to attract capital and that both start-ups and scale-
ups can secure the supply of capital needed in order 
to continue to grow and compete in the interna- 
tional market.”
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An additional challenge is the difficulties in find- 
ing the right skills, as the fintech industry is in  
great need of technical skills such as developers  
and IT engineers. More people need to be train- 
ed in these areas, but Swedish companies must  
also be able to attract key expertise from outside  
through, for example, talent visas which simplify  
the processes involved in coming to Sweden. 

The Swedish government also needs to take  
further action in regards to qualified employee  
stock options, which is an effective way for start- 
ups to attract expertise. Unfortunately, the curr- 
ent proposal excludes banking and financing 
operations, which shuts out the fintech industry  
despite the fact that this sector is facing the 
same challenges as other tech companies. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

“If SweFinTech’s proposals are taken into account, 
there are great opportunities for Sweden to become 
the best fintech country in the world.”

Fintech companies continue to find that an  
understanding of the industry is low among 
politicians and authorities, and that more initia- 
tive and – above all – political will are going to  
be needed to understand and promote the  
industry’s growth. The Swedish Financial Super- 
visory Authority (Finansinspektionen) should 
be given an expanded mandate to promote inno- 
vation in the financial sector, an initiative that  
would enable more fintech companies to start  
and grow. It should also be the role of the govern- 
ment to make the financial infrastructure avail- 
able so that it can benefit everyone in the market  
and ensure fair competitive conditions.  
 
Sustainability, especially social sustainability, 
is something that a large part of the fintech 
industry works with: 69% of fintech companies 
state that sustainability is an important part of 
their business model and something they work 
with actively. 

This report shows that the fintech industry 
continues to accelerate in Sweden and that  
hundreds, perhaps thousands, more individuals  
will take up employment within the industry in  
the coming year. However, the report also shows  
that there are still obstacles to the industry’s 
growth. We have come a long way, but there  
is still a lack of visions and initiatives from 
the government to give the industry the right 
conditions. If SweFinTech’s proposals are taken 
into account, there are great opportunities for 
Sweden to become the best fintech country in 
the world. 
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SweFinTech’s proposals

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Attract talent to the fintech sector

• Include the fintech industry in the proposal for qualified employee stock options. 

• Train more engineers, developers and create training programs which combine 
finance and tech.  

• Invest more resources into research within fintech and the digitization  
of the financial sector.  

• Introduce talent visas to attract key skills to Sweden. 

Open up the financial infrastructure

• The government needs to take on a greater role in making the  
financial infrastructure available to all serious players in the market.  

• The European Commission should review the framework for PSD2  
and develop it into an “Open Finance Framework”. 

• Before this happens, the Swedish supervisory authority should ensure that PSD2 
is being complied with. It is time for the Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority 
(Finansinspektionen) to ensure that the APIs meet the requirements contained  
in the legislation for the law to serve its purpose. 

Political vision and will

• Give the Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority (Finansinspektionen)  
or another authority the task of promoting innovation in the financial market.  

• Comply with the Swedish Agency for Growth Policy Analysis (Tillväxtanalys)  
in their report on Swedish fintech and show willingness to reform.  

• Develop a political strategy or action plan for how the industry will develop in the future.  
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05 About the report  

• Method and data 

• Report authors

• References  
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Method and data
The analyses in the report are based partly on survey responses 
and partly on interviews with representatives of member comp- 
anies in SweFinTech. The questionnaire was sent out in October  
2020 to 62 member companies, of which 45 companies responded.  
The questionnaire was sent only to the member companies whose  
main activities are in fintech and not to the law firms, consulting  
companies and similar companies which make up the total num- 
ber of members (76). In total, the survey consisted of 26 questions  
and covered six areas: information and background, financing,  
legislation and regulations, sustainability, Covid-19 and its impact,  
and future plans. The questions were both closed (where the 
respondents were presented with multiple-choice answers) and 
open (where the respondents were given a chance to develop  
their answers and reasoning). A large part of the report is based  
on the results that SweFinTech obtained from the survey.  

To gain an insight into the pandemic’s impact on Swedish fintech,  
SweFinTech conducted a short survey in May 2020, which was 
followed up on in the member survey in the autumn of the same  
year. The conclusions drawn from the responses form the basis 
for the section on the effects of the pandemic, as the bearing 
of Covid-19 on fintech is still relatively unexplored. 

For those parts of the report that are not based on the responses  
from these surveys, information has been obtained through inter- 
views with industry experts and based on SweFinTech’s own know- 
ledge of the fintech industry. Secondary sources have also been 
used, mainly from previous studies and reports. Interviews were  
conducted and the report was prepared between November 
2020 and March 2021. Both the survey and the report were pre- 
pared by SweFinTech’s general secretary and project manager, 
who also received guidance and approval from the board.

ABOUT THE REPORT 
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